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A master equation
approach
to the kinetics
of co-operative
ligand
binding
reactions
in proteins
is developed.
As a specific example, equations
based on the
Perutz description
are applied to several reactions
of hemoglobin,
both in the
absence and in the presence of organic phosphates.
The observed time dependence
of 0, binding to stripped hemoglobin
is fitted
with a total of four parameters,
of which two are held fixed at values determined
from the experimentally
measured
rate constants
for the last step of ligand
binding.
An analysis
of Gibson’s
data (1970a) for oxygen-binding
kinetics
of unstripped
hemoglobin
shows that phosphate
binding not only stabilizes
the
deoxy
quaternary
conformation
of hemoglobin
but also increases
both the
strength
of the quaternary
conformational
constraints
and the kinetic
time
scaling parameter
for the deoxy quaternary
conformation.
A single set of five parameters
is used to fit the deoxygenation
data of Salhany
et al. ( 1970) in the presence of varying
concentrations
of PzGlyc 8. The five para
meters are determined
by fitting the theory to the data in the absence of P,Glyc
and at a single concentration
of P,Glyc.
The predictive
ability
of the model is
then tested by using these same parameter
values to calculate
the curves for
intermediate
P,Glyc
concentrations,
and then comparing
the predicted
curves
with experimental
data. Whereas deoxygenation
data in the presence of PsGlyc
can be fitted with the subunits considered as equivalent,
we find that E, fl subunit,
inequivalence
is particularly
important
in interpreting
deoxygenation
data in the
presence of the inhibitor,
IHP. Since the phosphate
dependence of the reaction is
explicitly
included, the model can also describe biphasic deoxygenation,
as observed
by Gray & Gibson (1971) for the deoxygenation
reaction
in the presence of IHP.
In the deoxygenation
reaction,
the quaternary
conformation
is found
to
change from oxy to deoxy just prior to the release of the second oxygen molecule :
the switch occurs somewhat
earlier in the presence of organic phosphates.
As a
consequence
of this switch,
the release of oxygen lags behind the binding
of
organic phosphates;
the lag is more pronounced
for IHP than for P,Glyc.
The
analogous result of MacQuarrie
& Gibson (1972) concerning
the lag between the
release of HPT and binding of CO is well reproduced;
the fractional
saturation
? A preliminary
account of portions of this work has appeared in Bansil et aE. (1974).
1 Present address: Biophysical
Laboratory,
Harvard
Medical School, Boston, Mass. 02116,
U.S.A.
f Abbreviations
used: P,Glyc, 4,3-diphosphoglycerate;
IHP, inositol hexaphospham ; H PT.
8-hydroxy-1,3,6-pyrenetrisulfonate;
Hb, hemoglobin.
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of hemoglobin with CO and the fraction of HPT released are both fitted with a
single set of five parameters.
The dependence of the Adair (1925a$) rate constants (for ~=/3) and OlsonGibson (1972) rate constants (for a#fl) on the concentration of organic phosphate
is calculated. It is found that (i) the experimentally
observed increase in the
overall deoxygenation
rate with increasing organic phosphate concentration is
primarily due to the increase in the rate of dissociation of the second oxygen
molecule, (ii) the “on” rate constants most affected by organic phosphate are
ki and ki, the rate constants for the binding of the tlrst and second oxygen
molecules, (iii) the “off” rate constants, k,, are affected more than the “on” rate
constants, 7c;, (iv) the rate constants for the reactions of the j3 subunits are
affected more by IHP than those of the a subunits, and (v) the rate constants
involving
the intermediate
species with two jl subunits and one a subunit
liganded are influenced the most by the binding of phosphates.

1. Introduction
The kinetics of co-operative ligand binding reactions in an oligomeric protein are
sufficiently complex that an elaborate reaction scheme is required to analyze kinetic
data. In the particular case of hemoglobin, most kinetic data have been analyzed
using the Gibson-Roughton (1957) extension of the Adair formulation (Adair, 1926a,b).
In this mass-action scheme, oxygenation takes place in four steps, each corresponding
to the oxygenation of one heme group. Co-operativity is reflected in the variation of
the rate constants at each step. Mass-action schemes do not provide any insight into
the physical origin of co-operativity. Moreover, such schemes get prohibitively complex when one allows for inequivalent subunits (Olson & Gibson, 1972), different
quaternary conformations of the molecule, and variations in the concentration of
eifectors.
In contrast to the Adair mass-action scheme, various molecular models have been
developed in which co-operativity is attributed to specific intramolecular interactions.
Basically, two different types of allosteric mechanisms have been used to account for
the co-operativity. The first, due to Monod et al. (1965), considers the protein to exist
in two or more stable quaternary conformations which differ in their af&ity for
ligand (preferen&! binding). According to this model, in any quaternary conformation
all the subunits are symmetrically arranged and subject to the same constraints-i.e.
the conformational change is concerted. Because of this symmetry requirement, it
follows that partial ligand binding can stabilize only that quaternary conformation
which favors further ligand binding; therefore the Monod-Wyman-Changeux
model
cannot account for negative homotropic interactions. Hopfield et al. (1971) have
extended the Monod-Wyman-Changeux
equilibrium model to the kinetics of hemoglobin reactions. Their analysis can explain the results of both stopped-flow experiments (Gibson, 1970a) and flash photolysis experiments (Gibson, 1956,1959a; Antonini
et al., 1967) at fixed effector concentrations. In particular, the existence of different
quaternary conformations which react with ligand at different rates offers a direct
explanation for the rapidly-reacting species seen in some flash photolysis experiments.
However, their model does not provide a detailed quantitative analysis of the heterotropic co-operativity between oxygenation and organic phosphate binding.
In contrast to the Monod-Wyman-Changeux
mechanism, Koshland et al. (1966)
consider an allosteric mechanism in which ligand binding of a subunit induces in it a
tertiary conformational change (induced-fit binding). This induced tertiary conformational change in a subunit alters the probability of a neighboring subunit
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being in a given tertiary conformation, and thereby affects the ligand binding affinity
of the neighboring subunit. This model can account for both positive and negative
homotropic interactions, depending on whether a pair of neighboring subunits is more
stable in similar tertiary conformations (positive homotropic interactions) or in dissimilar tertiary conformations (negative homotropic interactions). The mechanism of
Koshland et al. has been used by Bush & Thompson (1971aJ) to analyze the kinetics
of hemoglobin oxygenation in the absence of effecters and by Chay & Brillhart (1974
a&) tfo analyze the oxygenation kinetics of stripped and unstripped hemoglobin.
In recent years considerable experimental evidence has accumulated to suggest
that in the case of hemoglobin, aspects of both allosteric mechanisms play an important role, This evidence comes from nuclear magnetic resonance (Shulman et al.,
1969,1970), electron spin resonance (Ogawa et al., 1968), sulfhydryl reactivity studies
(Antonini & Brunori, 1969) and X-ray crystal structure determinations (Perutz,
1970a,b). Based on these findings, Perutz suggested that the binding of 0, to the
individual subunits of hemoglobin is of the induced-fit type (Koshland-NBmethyFilmer mechanism). This induced-fit binding, however, does not lead directly to
alterations in the tertiary equilibrium of the neighboring subunits. Rather, the
change in tertiary conformation, induced by 0, binding to a subunit, is coupled to the
quaternary conformational equilibrium (Monod-Wyman-Changeux
mechanism). Thus
the co-operative interaction is provided by conformational constraints coupling the
quaternary and tertiary equilibria. This qualitative description of Perutz (1970a,h)
was developed into quantitative models by Szabo & Karplus (1972) and by Herzfeld &
Stanley (1974).
Our purpose here is to provide a quantitative approach to the kinetics of hemoglobin
oxygenation in the presence of effecters using the Perutz description. For the sake of
generality (i.e. to allow future application to more complicated systems), we have
developed our model so as to include different types of homotropic and heterotropic
interactions, and the possibility of inequivalent subunits. The descriptions of Monad
et al., Koshland et al. and Perutz each correspond to a special case of this general
formulat,ion. This approach to kinetics is similar to that used in previous work on
equilibrium aspects of co-operativity in hemoglobin (Herzfeld & Stanley, 1974) and
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Herzfeld & Schlesinger, 1975). As an example of heterotropic interactions we have analyzed the effects of the organic
phosphates 2,3diphosphoglycerate
(P,Glyc) and inositol-hexaphosphate
on the
kinetics of the reactions of hemoglobin.
Our quantitative description of the kinetics uses the master equation approach
of staCstica1 mechanics (Oppenheim, 1969; Montroll, 1967; Stanley, 1971), as opposed
to t’he conventional mass-action method of chemical kinetics. The master equation
approach has the conceptual advantage that one can relate co-operative behavior to
the various molecular states of the protein. The equilibrium constants for the various
reactions can be expressed in terms of the energies of these states, and the reaction
rates can be expressed as functions of both the energies of these states and the transition probabilities between various states.
Our approach also has the practical advantage that the number of parameters
needed to describe a given set of data is reduced. Since the rate constants can be
expressed as a product of various factors, each of which represents the effect of a
specific type of interaction, it is possible to systematically assess the contribution of
the various possible interactions to the overall rate constant. Our detailed formalism
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is quite analogous to that used by Glauber (1963) to describe the time development
of an Ising spin system. The Glauber formalism has previously been applied by Goel
(1968) to explain the kinetics of denaturation of DNA and by Bush & Thompson
(197&b) to extend the Koshland-Nemethy-Filmer
(Koshland et al., 1966) model to
the kinetics of hemoglobin oxygenation.
In sections 2 to 5 we describe the theoretical aspects of our approach to kinetics.
The Glauber formalism is reviewed briefly in section 2. In section 3 we develop a general
model for homotropic effects in hemoglobin kinetics. This is extended to include
heterotropic interactions in section 4. Our approach is compared with mass-action
schemes in section 5. In sections 6 and 7 we compare the calculations based on the
Perutz description, with data on the kinetics of CO binding, 0, binding and 0,
dissociation in the presence of organic phosphates (MacQuarrie & Gibson, 1972 ;
Gibson, 197Ckz;Salhany et al., 1970; Gray & Gibson, 1971). The dependence of the
Adair rate constants on organic phosphate concentration is discussed in section 8.
A concluding discussion is presented in section 9.

2. Formalism
In order to describe the equilibrium and kinetic properties of ligand binding to an
oligomeric protein, we need to evaluate quantities such as the average number of
occupied sites, the average number of molecules in a given quaternary or tertiary
conformation, and so forth. In statistical mechanical terms, any observable quantity is
given by an average of a molecular variable, v, over all the states of the protein
molecule at time t
V(t) E (v) 55 2 vP(A; t).
(1)
all
states
The basic quantity describing the system, P(A; t), is the probability of finding a
molecule in a given state, A, at time t.
In order to calculate P(A ; t), given the initial probability distribution P(A ; t = 0),
we need an expression for the rate of change of the probability, dP(A; t)jdt. The
time derivative dP(A; t)/dt consists of two sorts of terms. The first type contributes
to the increase in P(A ; t), and arises from the possibility of transitions into state A
from other states A’; hence it is given by the product of the probability of the molecule
being in state A’ and the transition probability per unit time W(A’ -+ A). The second
term contributes to the decreasein P(A ; t), and arises from the possibility of transitions
out of state A; hence it is given by the product of the probability of the molecule
being in state A and the transition probability per unit time W(A --f A’). Thus the
full differential equation for P(A, t) is
$ P(A; t) = 1 [W(A’ -+ A)P(A’;

t) - W(A --f A’)P(A;

t)].

(2)

A’

Equation (2) is known as the master equation (Montroll, 1967; Oppenheim, 1969;
Stanley, 1971). Several basic assumptions underlie this equation.
(i) The variables describing the state of the system are stochastic functions of timei.e. each variable can take any one of a given set of values with a finite probability,
and the variable can make transitions between these values randomly. These transitions take place because of the weak interactions between the protein molecule and
its environment (which, in statistical mechanical terms, is a heat and ligand reservoir).
(ii) The system under consideration satisfies the Markoff property (Cox & Miller,
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1965)-i.e.
the probability
of a transition occurring in a small time interval (t. t T St)
depends only on the stabe occupied at time t and not on t,he states occupied before
time t.
(iii) ‘L’ht* probability
of a transition
occurring in a small time interval (t, t +- 8t) is
proportional
to at, with a transition
probability
per unit time. W(A’ -f A), which
dtlpends only upon the momentary values of the variables describing the st,ates A and
, I ’ as \~rlI R,Supon the influence of the environment
of the system.
t\s I approaches infinity.
the system under consideration
achieves equilibrium.
t) -: P,,(A). wherr
‘l’hns lim t ,,P(A.
P,,(d)

= exp{-/3b(A)}/Z.

(3a)

Htw
&(A) =- G(A) - n,ps

(3b)

and /I : 1,/M’. \\.here C:(A) denotes the free energy of the molecule in the state A,
,,,1 the number of bound substrate molecules. pS the chemical potential
of the sub&rate. k the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.
The normalization
constant,
is the partition
function. d sufficient but) not necessar?
%
xJexp{-/3&(A)}],
c*ondition for t,he achievement of this result is obtained by setting

W(A + A’)
W(A’ + A)

Pe,(A’) = exp{/3(b(d)

= ~

- &(A’))

(4)

P,,(A)

Equation (4) is known as the principle of detailed balance.
We also assume that in the time interval
(t, t + 8) ondy those transitions
which
involve the change of a single variable occur. If ol, c2, . . . , V, denote the n variables
characterizing
the state A? then this assumption requires that,
W( {WI, 2’2,

. ) vi,

. . wj. . . . ~ w,} -f {q,

I w,,

. I$.

. , w,))

1~ negligibly small. This assumption implies, for example, that whereas the probabilit)
of binding one ligand molecule in the time interval
(t, t + 6t) is proportional
to 6t.
the probabilit,p
of binding t,wo ligand molecules in the same time interval
is proport.ional to ( St)2. and hence makes a negligible cont’ribubion to the reaction. However,
if the variables ?li and I*~are coupled by an infinitely
strong interaction,
so that t,hr
value of ?;I is c:)mpletely
determined
by the value of ci, and the two never change
independently.
t#hen we include the simultaneous
transit#ion of vi and ?ji to 13:and 1::
in equation (2). ‘l‘hese concepts are illustrat’ed schematically
in Figure 1.
Given the state of the system at some time, say t = 0, and knowing t’he functional
form for the transition probabilities
W(A --f A’), one can? in principle, solve the master
rc@ion
to determine
the set, of functions P(A; t) at all times for all stat’es. Tn
practice. however, the total number of states is usually so large that such a solution
\\~uld bc impossible: moreover the functions P(A; t) in their entirety contain vast!lJr
more informat,ion
t’han we usually require. In general it’ suffices to know the timt
tlcvc~lopment of the various average qua&ties
one usually measures.
111this work t’hr variables vi will t’ypically represent such characteristics
of t,he
molecule as ligand binding. tertiary
conformation,
and quaternary
conformation.
111the case of those molecules for which each variable vi can take on only two distinct,
values (e.g. lieanded and unliganded), equation (2) assumes the form (Glauber, 1963)

5 P(0,.

f’,.

. .2&J F 2 [w(-vj
+?J,)P(v,.
j -=1
-- W(Vj --f -v,)P(v,,

. -VI,.

. ) v,)

. . , ‘Up . . ) v,)],

(51
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5

(I,I)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation
of the concept of allowed and forbidden transitions between
the 4 possible states of a dimeric molecule with equivalent subunits (e.g. the ~$3dimer produced
by dissociation of hemoglobin). The state of the molecule can be described by the two variables
(aI, ,Q, where 8, = + 1 if the jth site is occupied by ligand and - 1 if empty. The shaded semicircle
represents an occupied site and the open semicircle an empty site. The solid arrows indicate the
allowed transitions
and the broken arrows correspond to forbidden transitions.
(b) One possible
distribution
of five dimeric molecules among the 4 possible states at time t and at time t + 6t.
The arrows indicate transitions
which occurred in the interval 61. To illustrate
the use of the
master equation, eqn (2), consider the state (l,- 1). The increase of 1 in the number of molecules
in this state during the time interval (t, 1 + at) is due to 2 transitions into this state (from (- 1,
- 1) and (1,l)) and 1 transition out of this state (to (1,l)).

where the two values of each variable vi are denoted by + 1 and - 1. In writing
equation (5) we have used the condensed notation of specifying only that variable
which changes in a transition; thus W(vj --f -v,) represents W((vul,v2, . . . , vj, . . . ,v,}

-+ {WI,w2,* * . , -wj, . . * , %)).
The time derivatives of the expectation values (averages at time t) (wj), (w,v,J,
(q~lc~,), . f - can be expressed directly in terms of averages involving the transition
probabilities (Glauber, 1963). Straightforward algebra gives the following results :
$ (Wk) = --s(w,W(w,

--f -vJJ)

$ (w,w& = -2(TJ,wk[W(wj + -wj) + W(Wk--f -w/J]>

(6)

The above equations are quite general; details of the molecular model are introduced
by specifying the energies of the various states in equation (3).
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3. Homotropic Co-operativity
In this section we apply the general formalism of section 2 to the specific case of a
protein in the absence of effector molecules. For the sake of simplicity we treat the
subunits as equivalent;
the modifications
necessary if the subunits are inequivalent
are discussed in section 5. Although the methods of this section apply to ligand binding
in any co-operative
protein, our specific calculations will deal with hemoglobin. We
can describe the state of the hemoglobin tetramer by the variables si, t,, and q, where
t,he index i varies from 1 to N, and N is the number of subunits in the molecule.
(i) si represents the association of substrate with the substrate binding site on
the ith subunit. Here si = +l if the ith site is occupied by substrate and -- 1
otherwise.
(ii) ti represents the tertiary
conformation
of the ith subunit. For hemoglobin we
consider only tno tertiary
conformations
for each subunit, which we denote b>ti --_ 4-1 for thus “oxy” tertiary conformation
and fi = - 1 for the “deoxy”
tertiar;\
(*onformation.
(iii) q represents the quaternary
conformation
of the molecule. For hemoglobin we
consider only two quaternary
conformations,
the oxy and deoxy quaternary
conformations corresponding to q = -+ 1 and -. 1: respectively.
Since S. t’he number of subunits,
is 1 for htznoglobin,
\ve have a total of
4.j4 .’ C4 Y 2 ~~:2s possible stat,es. In principle all of thest states can occur; however.
some of them ma,v occur with negligible probability.
Homotropic
co-operativity
arises from coupling among these variables. This ma!
occur in a number of ways.
(i) The subst)rate binding equilibria may be coupled to the conformational
equilibria
by preferential
subskate binding to certain conformations
(Monod et al., 1065). An
t:xtrcme cast. in which t)he protein is in one conformation
when substrate is bound and
in another \\-lr~n subst’rate is not bound. is called induced-fit, binding (Koshland et nl..
1966).
(ii) The tertiary conformational
equilibrium
of a subunit may be coupled to that of
a neighboring subunit by nearest-neighbor
conskaints (Koshland et al.. 1966).
(iii) The tertiary
conformational
equilibrium
of a subunit may be coupled to the
quatc?rnnry conformational
equilibrium
of the molecule by molecular constraints, i.e.
t,he dependence on quaternary
conformation
of the constraints placed on one subunit
hy the other subunits (Monod et aZ., 1965).
Thus, for hemogIobin
c/kStiUlle>r. 1974) :

the quantity

6. defined in equation

Here G, is the difference in free energy
the molecule, (G, - 2qGQT - (ti + 1 +
the t,wo tertiary
conformations
of a
quaternary
conformation
and the two

(3b), is given by (Herzfeld

between the two quaternary
conformations
of
ti - l)GTT) is the difference in energy between
given subunit when the molecule is in the q
neighboring
subunits are in the t, + 1 and ti l
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tertiary conformationst, and (Gs + t,G,,) is the energy of substrate binding to a
subunit in the t, tertiary conformation. Note that if Gs, = 0 substrate binding is not
preferential, if G,, = 0 the tertiary conformational equilibria of neighboring subunits
are not coupled, and if GOT = 0 the tertiary conformational equilibria of individual
subunits are not coupled to the quaternary conformational equilibrium of the
molecule.
The expression for d simplifies considerably in limiting cases (Herzfeld t Stanley,
1974). In particular, the allosteric models of Monod et al. (1965) and Koshland et al.
(1966), and the Perutz (1970aJ) description of co-operativity in hemoglobin are three
such simple limiting cases. In this paper we will consider the kinetics of hemoglobin
within the framework of the Perutz model. All the following discussion is restricted
to this model. The method can be generalized to consider any other model of cooperative interaction.
According to Perutz there are no nearest-neighbor constraints in hemoglobin
(G,, = 0). However, the quaternary conformational constraints are finite and
non-zero (0 < GaT < co). Also, Perutz has suggested that oxygen binding to hemoglobin is induced-fit (G, --f co,G,, + --co, G, + Gs, finite). Hence, according to
this picture, the state of the hemoglobin molecule can be described by the 5 variables
(3, 3 t,, n) (with i = 1, . . . , 4) and the expression Q of equation (7) reduces to
B = SG,q +

$ (-pa + Gs + Gs,) (~)+(+b+i].
63)
i=l [
Since, in the case being considered, each of the variables takes on only two possible
values, + 1 or -1, the master equation describing the time development can be
written in the simplified form of equation (5)$ :

$ P({S*}; q) = 5 [WST(-Si +S,)P(--Si, . . .) - Ws,(Si + --Si)P(Si, . . s)]
i=l

+ [W,(-P --f de. . . ’ -n) - W,(q + -YP(. . * >@I.

(9)

The induced-fit binding assumption is incorporated in the transition probability
per unit time, W&s, -f -si), for the simultaneous change of the substrate occupancy
variable and the tertiary conformational variable of the ith subunit. Recent experiments (Alpert et al., 1974) show that the tertiary conformational change occurs on a
time scale of microseconds, whereas the ligand binding occurs in a time scale of
milliseconds, so that it is reasonable to assume that the tertiary conformation of a
subunit changes almost instantaneously upon changing the state of ligation of that
subunit.
The principle of detailed balance can be used to express the transition probabilities
in terms of the parameters appearing in the expression for & (equation (8)). The most
general form of the transition probability consistent with equations (4) and (8) is
shown in the Appendix to be

Ws*(Si + -si) = 41 + an)(l -t ~a+*)(1 - ewrsiq).
t For the sake of simplicity we consider G,, to be independent of 9; if GTT is dependent on the
quaternary
conformation,
then we can write G,,(q) = G ITT+ qci”,, and the rest of the analysis
follows analogously.
Note that we are considering here only cases where each subunit interacts
with just two others (i.e. a square model for a molecule with four subunits). However, the formalism can be generalized to include other patterns of interaction.
$ The general master equation, equation (2), can be used in those cases where it is necessary
to oonsider more than two distinct quaternary
or tertiary conformations.
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bT = tanhMVs

(lla)

+ GsT + GT - pdj.

and
(lib)

doT = tanh {/lG,,}

:Lrerelated to equilibrium properties, while the parameters k and a have no equilibrium
analogs. Note that k(1 + aq) is a time scaling factor (k has the dimension s-l while a
is dimensionless) and it depends on the temperature of the system. It should be
mentioned that W,,(s, --f -si) is independent of sj(j # i), the substrate occupancy
states of the other subunits, because in the Perutz model there is no direct coupling
between events at one subunit and its neighbors (i.e. no tertiary-tertiary
interactions).
Notice from equation (lla) that when a1 = - 1, (1 + s,es,)/(l $- eST) is proportional to exp(&s) ; hence this factor is proportional to the substrate concentration for
Si zr1 - 1 and is independent of substrate concentration for si = f 1. Thus, if WCwritcb
equation (10) in the form
W,,(s,

-+ --Si) = w ST(l -

eQT4m

+ h+w

-t es,).

(12)

where
WST

=

41

+

an)(l

+

es,),

(13)

then it becomes immediately apparent that the rate of binding of a substrate molecule
(si = -1) is directly proportional to the substrate concentration, whereas the rate
of dissociation (si = +l) is independent of substrate concentration. Hence mST is
equal to the rate of substrate dissociation from a molecule in which the quaternary
conformation provides no constraints on the tertiary equilibrium (i.e. GOT = 0,
eQT = 0). If a is zero, then uST has the same value for both quaternary conformations.
A non-zero value of a implies that the quaternary conformation affects the rates of
tertiary conformational changes, even if it does not affect the tertiary equilibria (i.e.
the forward and backward rates are affected equally and the ratio remains unaffected).
It should be emphasized that the above statements can be made only because a
microscopic picture has been used to derive the kinetics of the system.
As was mentioned above, the master equation formalism has been used to analyze
the kinetics of DNA denaturation (Goel, 1968), oxygenation kinetics in the KoshlandXemethy-Filmer model (Bush & Thompson, 1971a,b), and the time dependence of the
Ising model in magnetism (Glauber, 1963; Suzuki & Kubo, 1968). In all these applications, the transition probability had a form corresponding to the case a = 0 in
equation (10). However, in this work the effect of non-zero a will be considered when
fitting experimental data.
Equation (10) can be used to obtain expressions for the rate constants for substrate
binding and substrate dissociation when the molecule is in either the oxy or the
deoxy quaternary conformation. On considering all four possibilities, we have
WS,(Si = -1 +si
~sT(%

=

-

= $1 1q = oxy)

1 -+ si =

+ 1 ) q =

W,,(Si = +1 --f si = -1 1q =

t- ePT)KSTvkee
deoxy) = k(1 - a)(I - e,,)K’,,[s],,,,
oxy)
= k(1 t a)( 1 ~- epT)
= 41 + w

WsT(Si -- 4~1 + Si = -1 1(I == deoxy) = k(1 -- a)( 1 t eOT).

(14~‘)
(141,)
(14c)
(14d)
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Here we have used the fact that the concentration
of free substrate molecules
is directly proportional
to exp(&s)
to define the equilibrium
constant K,,,

1 - 05-T
Ksr[Qree = ___
1 it B = ~~pGWexp{-~(G,

t GT t- GST)).

[X],,,,

(15)

ST

For positive
quaternary-tertiary
interactions
(G,, > 0, OOT > O), note that if
0: > Oj the substrate binding to a subunit is faster when the molecule is in the oxy
quaternary
conformation
than when it is in the deoxy quaternary
conformation.
The
reverse holds for the dissociation rates provided ct < OOT. For the case 0 < cc< O,,,
this result can be physically
interpreted
to mean that transitions
in which the final
(qt = 1) are more
state has compatible
quaternary
and tertiary
conformations
probable than those for which the final state will have qt = - 1.
An analogous choice for W,(q + -q), the transition probability
for the quaternary
conformational
change, is
WQ(q

+

-4)

=

wQ(l

where wq is the time scaling parameter

+

qOQ)

n
i-l

(l

for quaternary

-

SiqOQT)>

conformational

Oo = tanh(#Go).

W-4

change, and
(16b)

As was discussed in the preceding paragraph, uQ can depend on the values {ti}, where
binding. By substituting
the expressions for the transitions
probabilities
(eqns (10) and (16)) into eqn (6) we obtain rate equations for the various
1975). The resulting set
averages
(e.g.
<P>,
21 Cd,
Ci
(Pi>,
Ci+j
<sisj)t
. . .) (Bansil,
of nine coupled first-order
differential
equations can be solved numerically,
with
appropriate
initial conditions, to obtain the kinetics of the reaction under consideration. The kinetic equations of the Perutz model are mathematically
equivalent
to
those obtained
with the Monod-Wyman-Changeux
model ; the two descriptions
differ in the physical interpretation
of the model parameters.

ti =: si for induced-fit

4. Heterotropic

Co-operativity

The formalism developed above is adequate to describe the reaction of hemoglobin
with ligands at a single Jixed concentration
of each effector. Organic phosphates have
been shown to bind preferentially
to the deoxy quaternary
conformation
of hemoglobin (Perutz, 1970a,b; Benesch et al., 1969; Benesch & Benesch, 1974) and thereby
to shift the quaternary
equilibrium.
In addition,
the strength of the quaternary
conformational
constraints may vary with the binding of organic phosphate (Arnone,
1972; Herzfeld
t Stanley, 1974). These ideas can be included in a quantitative
manner if we extend the expression for d (equation (8)) to include the increase in free
energy, 66, due to the binding of the effector,

where ti = si for induced-fit binding of substrate. Here pE is the chemical potential of
the quaternary
effector, (GE + qG,,) is the energy of effector binding to a molecule
occupancy of
in the q quaternary
conformation
and sE is the variable representing
the effector binding site (sE = + 1 if effector is bound, - 1 if not bound to the molecule). The effect of the last term in equation (17) is to increase the strength of the
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quaternary
conformational
constraints
GQT by the amount
is bound.
The master equation. equation (9), now becomes

/+PT,E when the effect,or

s
js

lwST(-"i

s,.

+si)p(-

t [ W&q

+ q)P(.

+ ( W&-s,

+ s#(.

: f)

-

W,,(s,

+

--.s,)P(.

. -q; t) - W,(q + -q)P(.

. .s,:

t))

. . q: t) 1

. . , --s E; t) - WE@, + -sE)P(.

. . . SE: 1)].

(18)

where the last term represents the transition
involving
the change in t’he cffector
occupancy variable. sE. As before, a choice forthc transition probability
W,(s, + --sE)
consistent with the principle of detailed balance. equation (4). and of the samrt form
as W,, is

Hrrr

W,(--SF:-f -s*) = WE ll;i(fE
(

E

>

(19)
(1 + eQE9+.)
fi (1 - ePT,EPCiSE).

0, P: tanh[@(C,

,’

I

- PE) 1

(“Oa )

eOE = tanh(+j3GQ,),

(dub)
(2Oc)

eQT,E = tanNWQT,,),

and wE is the time scaling parameter
for the transition
sE --f -sE. The trr?nsit#ion
probability
W,, equation (16), must be modified to include the coupling between the
effector binding equilibrium
and the quaternary
conformational
equilibrium
and is
given by
,v
W&+
-- q) = ~~(1 + e,q)( n (1 - e&~P.pJJ
(1 I- q~~tanh(/3GQ,j),
(21)
i --1
where
(22a)
e,,(G) EZ tanh{/3(Gp,
+ fiG,,,,)j
and
(22b)
t-i = (1 + &)/2.
The transition probability
W,, remains unchanged in form provided OoT is replaced
by e,,(E). The time scaling parameter wST of equation (13) may now depend on the
presence of organic phosphates,
in addition to its dependence on the quaternary
conformation.
The time scaling parameter
wp could depend on the presence of
organic phosphates, and wE could depend on the quaternarv
conformation
and on
the number of bound substrates.
For other kinds of effecters, the form of 66 is different from that given in equation
(17) and the expressions
for the transition
probabilities,
W: differ accordingly.
However, the procedure outlined above is quite generally applicable to all types of
effecters.

5. Relation to Mass-action Schemes
(a) General mass-action

scheme for equivalent

subunits

Ligand binding to hemoglobin, in the presence of varying concentrations
of organic
phosphates, may also be described by a mass-action scheme. as shown in Figure 2.
From the master equation (eqn 18) one can obtain rate equations for average quantities such as xtE, (SJ, xt=, @ai), xi &,i
(sisj), etc. These averages are linearly
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FIG. 2. Reaction of hemoglobin with substrate in the presence of organic phosphates, assuming
equivalent
subunits. The broken circles and squares denote, respectively,
the oxy and deoxy
tertiary conformations
of a subunit, while the solid circles and squares denote the oxy and deoxy
quaternary
conformations
of the hemoglobin tetramer. The assumption of induced-fit
binding
implies that the liganded subunits are in the oxy t,ertiary conformation
and the unliganded
subunits are in the deoxy tertiary conformation.
(a) The reaction of substrate, X, with an individual
subunit of a hemoglobin molecule which
is in the q quaternary
conformation
and has fi(fi = 0,l) molecules of organic phosphate bound;
lcb,fi and k,, 6 denote, respectively,
the on and off rate constants. (b) The reaction of organic phosphate, P, with the Hb tetramer which is in the q quarternary
conformation
and has i liganded
subunits (; = 0, 1, . . ., 4). & and %,, denote, respectively,
the on and off rate constants for the
organic phosphate binding reaction. (0) The quaternary
conformational
transformation
between
the oxy and deoxy conformations
of the hemoglobin tetramer with i-subunits liganded and ii
bound molecules of organic phosphate; ~a,, and ~‘yi,, denote the rates for these t#ransformations.

related to the concentrations of the variously liganded species produced in the
reaction (Bansil, 1975). The 48 rate constants of the mass-action scheme may be given
in term of our parameters, as follows:
(i) The rate constants for the ligand binding reaction are

(234
Wb)
where

Km[Qree = (1 - eYr)/(l + @ST).

(23~)

(ii) The effector binding reaction has the rate constants

(244
(24b)
where

~dJ%*e = (1 - e,w

+ @,I.

(24~)
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occurs with the rate constants

+ O~dii))~-‘(l

+ ii tanh(/3G,,))

(25a)

- e&6))4-‘(1

- 6 tanh@G&)

P3b)

where 6 denotes the number of organic molecules bound to the hemoglobin tetramer
(ii = Oor 1).
For a pure quaternary effector (~9oTSE= 0) the only dependence of the rates for the
cffector binding reaction on the number of substrate molecules bound is due to the
implicit dependence of wE on i. We also note that if ~sr is independent of the binding
of the effector then rates for substrate binding to an individual subunit (eqn 23) are
not affected by the binding of the effector.
If t,he binding of the effector strengthens the quaternary constraints (Gor,n > 0
and BaT(ri = 1) > B&E = 0)) but does not affect mar, we note from equations (23a)
and (23b) that the rate constant for substrate binding to an individual subunit of a
molecule in the deoxy conformation decreases and the rate constant for substrate
dissociation increases with increasing effector concentration. The reverse holds for a
subunit of a molecule in the oxy quaternary conformation.
(b) Adair scheme
The reactions shown in Figure 2 reduce to an Adair scheme if both the quaternary
conformational equilibria and the phosphate binding equilibria are established very
rapidly as compared to the substrate binding equilibria. For this special case the Adair
rate constants (defined on a per heme basis) are given by
k; = 2 If&k;,,
and
k, = -J$Cn” k,,.
(26)
Q ‘1
Q ri
Here fp denotes the fraction of molecules with i-ligands bound which are in the
q-quaternary conformation and have E organic phosphate molecules bound.
The fractional concentrations are determined by the normalization
&yp”=

requirement,

(27)

1,

by the requirement that the organic phosphate binding be in equilibrium,

f?/ff” = v-%ee(&/kz*)
= LQree~&~PP~W’Q,.,)~‘,
and by the requirement that the quaternary
brium,
= K,Jexp{-4p(Go,
Here

conformational

(28)
transition

+ CGaT,E)}]* F
.
( OXY>

R, = KE[expt-qlS(GQE + 4GQT,d11

be in equili-

(29)

(30)

is the equilibrium constant for organic phosphate binding to completely unliganded
hemoglobin in the q quaternary conformation and
KQ = exp@V& + f-%&l

(31)
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is the quaternary conformational equilibrium constant for hemoglobin with no
substrate or effector bound.
From equations (26) to (31) and (23) it can be seen that whereas the Adair scheme
requires an independent
set of 8 rate constants for each concentration of organic
phosphate, our use of the master equation approach and the Perutz model allows us
to describe the reaction kinetics at all concentrations of organic phosphate with one
set of parameters; the total number of parameters ranges from a minimum of 6
(wsT, KS,, GOT, KQ, E,,,, &eoxu) to a maximum of 10 (wsT(oxy, 6 = 01, w,,(oxy,
fi = 11, w,,(deoxy, fi = O), w,,(deoxy,
fi = 11, KS,, GQT. GQT.E,K,, E?,,,, koxy). In
principle, the parameters w,,(oxy, ?i = 0), w,,(deoxy. 12= 0): K,,, Go, and K, can
be determined from kinetic data in the absence of organic phosphates. The five remaining parameters can be determined from the analysis of kinetic data at a single
concentration of organic phosphate, all other conditions being the same as that for
the experiment in the absence of organic phosphate. The complete set of parameters,
thus determined, can be used to calculate the kinetics at any other concentration of
organic phosphate.
(c) O&on-Gibson

schsme

If the subunits are not all equivalent, as in the case of hemoglobin, which has two u
and two /3 subunits, then the model parameters G,,, GQTS, and uST, and the massaction parameters khE and kari, may be considered different for the two types of
subunits.
Thus for reactions involving the u subunits, the Olson-Gibson (1972) rate constants
are given by

(32a)
k; = 2 xf$f’
4 fi

“ifi.

(32b)

Similarly for the &subunits,

Wb)
Note that the k,, have been defined on a per heme basis. To obtain the actual rate
constant for a given step we have to multiply by the statistical factors (Olson &
Gibson, 1972) corresponding to the number of hemes of a given type (u or 8) available
for oxygenation or deoxygenation.
In equation (32) the individual subunit rate constants k& and kifi appropriate to
the a subunits can be obtained from equations (23a) and (23b) with the replacement
of WsT, K ST, ‘%~(fii) by wkh K&, &$r(jL), respectively. Thefg now denote the fraction
of molecules with i Q- and j p-subunits liganded which are in the q-quaternary conformation and have 5 organic phosphate molecules bound. These fractional concentrations can be determined in a manner exactly analogous to that used in section
5(b). Equations (28) and (29) can be applied to the present case if we recognize that
there are two types of liganded subunits, so that we must replace iGPT by the weighted
average (iG&. + jG&) and iG oT.n by the corresponding quantity (iG;,,, + jG&&.
The eauilibrium constants for the unhganded species are given by equations (30) and
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(31) with GOT and GOT,z replaced by the corresponding
averages over the two kinds
of subunits, namely GOT = (G&. + G&)/2, GOT,z = (Go,,, + G&,)2.
Notice that whereas the Olson-Gibson
mass-action scheme requires an independent
set of 32 rate constants for each concentration
of organic phosphate, our use of the
master equation approach and the Perutz model allows us to describe the reaction
kinet,ics at all corzentrations
of organic phosphate with a single set of parameters; the
total nlhmbcr of parameters ranging from a minimum of 9 (w&,
w!&,
K&,, K!&, G$, G&.
K,. R,,,.
ATdeoxu) to a maximum
of 17 w&(deoxy,
E = 0), w&r(deoxy,
% = 1):
wt&.(oxy. ,r = O), w&(oxy, fi = l), w!&(deoxy,
r?.= 0), w[r(deoxy,
rt = l), w&(oxy:
6’ = 0). w$Joxy,
,ii = l), K&, KC&, G&, G&, G&,
@QT,E, K,, I?,,,,, If,,,,,).
,41so
fi =
0), w[&,
,FI =
0): K&., KiT, G&,,
note that in principle the parameters wEr(q,
G& a,nd K’, can be determined
from an analysis of ligand binding reactions in the
absence of organic phosphates,
and the remaining
phosphate-related
parameters
w:&,
r? = l), w!&(q,
6 = l), Gi,,,, G{r,,, .&,, and xdeoxy can be determined from
an analysis of the same reaction at a single concentration
of organic phosphate.
in the following sections we will compare the results of our calculations with experimental data. We a-ill shoa t’hat’ in most cases the theoretical results obtained by using
the minimal set of parameters are quite adequate to explain the data. For example,
using only five parameters
(considerably
less than required in the Adair scheme)
wc can explain the deoxygenation
kinetics over a wide range of P,Glyct concentrations
and wit,11 only seven parameters (again considerably
less than in the Olson-Gibson
scheme) we ca’n account for the dependence of the deox,vgenation
reaction over a
wide mnge of IHP concentrations.

6. Ligand Binding to Deoxygenated Hemoglobin
In t,his section we apply t’he approach developed above to the stopped-flow kinetic
data of (a) the reaction of hemoglobin with CO in the presence of HPT, a fluorescent’
a,nalog of P,Glyc and (b) the react’ion of stripped and unstripped hemoglobin with 0,.
Here we assume t,hat both the quaternary
conformational
equilibria
and organic
phosphate binding equilibria
are established rapidly compared to the ligand binding
equilibria.
(i) The justification
for a rapid oxy + deoxy conformational
transition comes from
flash photolysis
experiments.
For example Gibson (1959a) finds the average time
required for the oxy + deoxy transition
is less than 1 ms at 20°C. McCray (1972)
report’s the conformational
transition
occurs in less than a few vs. All of these
estimates are considerably
faster than the effective time scale of the CO binding
reaction (=lOOms; Gibson, 19596) as well as the time scale for the 0, binding reaction (~10 ms; Gibson: 1970a).
(ii) The justificat,ion
of rapid phosphate binding comes from the experimental
observation that exactly the same kinetics are observed when P,Glyc, IHP or HPT is
mixed with hemoglobin in the stopped-flow apparatus as when hemoglobin is preincubated with the organic phosphate (Gibson, 1970b; Gray & Gibson, 1971; MacQuarrie
& Gibson. 1972). This result implies that the reaction of these organic phosphates
with both oxy and deoxy Hb must occur within the dead time of the stopped-flow
apparatus (2 ms).
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As a result of assumptions (i) and (ii), the reaction of Hb with 0, (or CO) in the
presence of organic phosphate can be described by an Adeir scheme (if the subunits
are considered equivalent) with the rate constants given by equations (23) and (26)
to (31) or by the Olson-Gibson (1972) modified Adair scheme (if the subunits are
considered inequivalent) with the rate constants given by equations (32) and (33).
(a) CO binding reaction in the presence of 8-hyclroxy-1,3,6-pyrenetrisulfonate
Figure 3(e) shows the data of MacQuarrie & Gibson (1972) for the simultaneous
measurement of Yc,, the fractional saturation of Hb with CO (determined by the
change in absorbance) and f&r, the fraction of HPT released (determined by the
change in fluorescence). Thus

Y,,(t) = V,(t) + 2C,(t)+ 3’%(t)+ 4C,(t))/VWtot,,
fnm(t) = U=‘%ree.t - [HPTl,,,,,,=,}/([HPTl,,,,,,,m - P’Tlme,,=o >

(344
W)

and [HPT]r,,e,t is given by

W=bee,t + i ((f4”Ya’+ fFy* l)G(t)) = [H~ltot,~.
i=o

(34c)

0.9 0.8 0.7 -

0
Time (ms)

0.2

Time

(ms)

0.4

0.6

0.8

IO

fHPT

Fra. 3. (a) Comparison of calculated curves with experimental
date (MacQuarrie & Gibson, 1972)
for the kinetics of CO binding and HPT release from hemoglobin 8t pH 6.0 (60 mM-bis-Tris
buffer), 20°C; [Hb] = 29.2 ,8~ (by heme), [CO],,, = 46.0 PM 8nd [HPT] = 1.0 p. (O), Y,,,
the fractional satur8tion of Hb with CO; (e), fsrr, the fraction of HPT released; (
)
to
the best fit of the thereotioal expressions obtained by solving the rate equations corresponding
the reaction scheme of section 6(b) with equivalent subunits (a = /l). The 6 psrameters used are
(cosTKeT) = 9.8 @I-~ s-l, eoT = 0 *9848, K, = 2.71 X 10la, Z&
= 62.6 rn~-l
8nd a,,,,,
= 91 mMd-r.
(b) Predioted time dependence of the ooncentrations
of the various species produced in the
) Time dependence of C,, the frection of molecules with i CO moleaules
reaction of (a). (bound (i = 0, . . . . 4) (C, = [Hb,(CO),l/[Hb~l,,,,~). (----)
celculated
[HPTI rretl, ,/[HPT],,,,,
using the parameters of (a). [Hb.&.r
= 7.3 PM and [HPT]t.t,l
= 1-O PM. Note that the fraction81
concentration,
C,, is less than 10ea and cennot be displayed on the chosen scale.
(c) Relation of Y,,, fractional saturation of Hb with CO, and f,,,, fraction of molecules in the
oxy quaternary
conformation,
with the fraction of HPT released. The caloulated curves are besed
on the parameter values of (a).
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Here C,(t) denotes the concentration
of the species Hb,(CO), at time t andf,“’ can
be obtained from equations (28) and (29). Since in the reaction of CO with Hb the
dissociation rates ki can be neglected (Gibson & Roughton, 1957) the best least,-squares
tit to Y,, and fHpT simultaneously
is achieved by varying a single set of iive paraRdeoxy). The results are shown in Figure 3(a). The
meters ~~~~~~~~ flQT, K,, K,,,
avera,ge accuracy of the fit is better than 1%. The values of t,he HPT binding constants
rfox, ;Lnd I?,,,,, for the best tit are in very good agreement with t,hose obt,ained by,
IfacQuarrie
8.1Gibson (1972).
Figure 3(b) shows the time dependence of the concentrations
L’,(i = 0, .
3) and
the concentration
of free HPT. The species Hb,(CO),
is produced in very small
quantities.
Our calculation
predicts that the species with t,wo or less CO molecules
bound are predominantly
in the deoxy quat’ernary conform&ion
both in the presenccb
ij,nd absence of HPT.
Figure 3(c) shows YcO and foxy, the fraction of molecules in the oxy quaternary
conformation,
as a function of fHPT. Notice that the release of HPT lags behind the
binding of CO. and that the fraction of HPT released is almost equal to the fraction
of molecules in the oxy quaternary
conformation.
Our calculat8ion shows that’
fox, 2 WWHUW,I
-t [Hb,(CO),I}/[Hb,l,,,. Thus we see that HPT is released
mainly from t#he molecules in the oxy quaternary
conformation,
and the switch to
t#his conformation
occurs at about the binding of the third CO molecule. giving rise
t#o the observed lag between CO binding and HPT release.
For these data we find no significant improvement
in fit’ on allo\\ing for (i) deperldencc of wsT on q and fi (8 parameters),
(ii) effects of HPT on the conformat.ional
constraints
(GQT,E -# 0) (6 parameters),
and (iii) inequivalence
of subunits (7 parameters). However: it is possible that any dependence of usT on +?and any effect of
HPT binding on the conformational
constraints would not be apparent because the
dat,a analJrzed here are only for a single concentration
of HPT. The result that t.hfi
fit is unaffected by allowing for inequivalent
subunits is consistent with the experimental finding (MacQuarrie & Gibson, 1972) that-so
far RSCO binding is concerned-- t hP ccand /I subunits are functionally
similar.
(11) 0, binding

reaction for stripped

and w&ripped

hemoglobin.

Figure 4(a) shows stopped-flow
data of Gibson (1970a) for the reaction of 0, wit,h
stripped hemoglobin. The theoretical curves were calculated by solving the differential
equations
corresponding
to the Adair scheme for equivalent
subunits under the
assumption
(i) of rapid conformational
equilibria.
The Adair rate constants are
expressed in terms of the 4 parameters: wST5 KS,, B,,, and K,, according to equations
(23) and (26) to (31) with [PIfree = 0 and E = 0. For the calculation shown in Figure
4(a) the parameters
usT and K,, were specified by requiring
that the individual
subunit rate constants in the oxy quaternary
conformation.
kj,,, = wSTKST( 1 + tIerr)
a,nd k,,, =- W& 1 - BP& are fixed at the values 33.0 PM-I
s-l and 12.5 s-l, respecat pH 7.0 (Gibson,
1970a). The solid curves are calculated
using the parameters
of (a) for .drippw/
Hb and the parameters
of (c) for w&ripped
Hb.
Noto that the data points
shown were generated
using the rate constants
and equilibrium
constants
reported
by Gibson
(1970a).
Since the original
data are not available,
this procedurr
was adopted
to eliminate
the extrapolation
to zero time for the stopped-flow
data as well as to
avoid the uncertainty
associated
with reading
data from published
cuwos.
Since the calculation
of Gibson agrees with the actual
data to an accuracy
of +O-7804
saturation.
this procndure
of
c.onrparinp
t,heoretical
curves wit,h oalculat,ed
data points ~eernh
well
jrhifietl.
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Fro. 4. The reaction of O2 with stripped and unstripped hemoglobin (Gibson, 1970~~) at pH
7.0. 20°C.
The data shown in (a) are for the reaction of stripped hemogIobin (53 PM in hems) with 62 PM165 pi-&
(--o-o--)
and 7.8 +vr.Oz (-m---o--)
O2 (-V-V-),
31 ~M-O~ (-n-A-),
in 0.05 M-his-Tris buffer. The solid curves are obtained as discussed in section 6(b) by assuming
identical subunits with the parameter values mST = 60.0 s-r> K,, = 0.307 PM-~,
BOT = 0.793
and K, = 1.469 x 10s.
The data points of (b) and (c) are for the reaction of unstripped hemoglobin (41.5 +VI in heme)
with 124 ~M-O~ (--V---V--),
62 ~M-O~ (-,P--A-),
31 PM-O, (-o-0-)
and 16.5 PM-O,
(-a-n-),
in 0.1 M-phosphate buffer. The solid curves of (b) are c&&ted
by considering the
phosphates (P,Glyc and inorganic phosphate) as & quaternary
effector which also alters the
strength of the conformational
constraints (see text, for discussion). The values of the parameters
W.-T>KST, BOT(A = 0) and K, are the same values used in the calculation for stripped hemoglobin
shown in (a). The three phosphate-related
parameters are B&A 7 1) = 0.8161, x0,, [P]t,t,, =
0.466 x 10 -2, k,,,,,
[PI,&, = 1.359 x 103. The solid curves of (c) were calculated on the assumption that the binding of phosphates alters both the conformational
constraints end the time scaling
parameter, w,,(deoxy).
The values oftheparameters
wsr(oxy) = w&deoxy,A
= 0), K,,, BpT (li = 0)
and K, are the same as those used in the calculation of (e). The four phosphate-related
parameters
are os,(deoxy,
fi = 1) = 205.8 s-l,
S&C = I) = 0.9319, 8,.&P],,,,,
= 0.13x 1O-3, and
Ix #jeoxr[PI,,,, = I.306 x 103.
The equilibrium
oxygenation
data in (d) are for stripped ( 0) and unstripped (a) hemoglobin
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tidy
(Gibson, 19596,197Oa) ; these numbers correspond to t.he “on!’ and “off” rate
constants for the binding of the fourth 0, molecule (expressed on a per subunit basis).
Thus for t,he fit shown in Figure 4(a) there are only two variable parameters,
eQT and
K,.
For thesr data we find that allowing for a possible dependence of usT on the
qua,t,erna.ry conformation
does not produce any further improvement
in the fit,. Wtn
conformation
notck from equation (23) that if wsT were independent’ of the quaternary
then k;,,,/k;,.oxy -= kdeox. /I&,. Since the completely unliganded species and the species
M ith one ligand hound are almost exclusively
in the deoxy quaternary
conformation.
the on and off rate constants for the first step of ligand binding (expressed on a pc~
subunit basis) can be regarded as estimates of k&,xY and kdeoxy, respectively.
Similarly.
t,he spc’cies with 3 and 4 ligand molecules bound are predominantly
in t’he oxy quaterna~~~~
conformation
a,nd thus the on and off rate constants for the binding of the fourt’h
0, molcculr can be regarded as estimat’es of ki,,, and k,,,. Using the Adair rate const,ants determined
by Gibson (1970a) one finds kdeoxy/koxy =: 10.9 and k~sgik~,,.,,~,
= 8.9. The: similaritfp
of these two values supports our conclusion that usT is
indeprndrnt,
of t8hc quaternary
conformation,
at least, to the experimentma accurac!
of’ the presently available data.
Pipurtb 4(b) and (c) shows t,he stopped-flow
data of Gibson (197Oa) for the reactiotl
of’ 0, with unstri~perl hemoglobin in 0.1 M-phosphate buffer. lJsing the parameters
wsrI.. KS,. 8,, and K, determined from the calculation for the reaction with stripped
hemoglobin.
IV? att’empted to fit these unstripped
data using the phosphate related
parameters R,,,LP].
19&c, = 1) and w ST(6 = 1). Here [PJ denotes the free concentration of all phosphate (P,Glyc and inorganic phosphate). Since this quantity is not
exa,ctly known for the data under consideration,
we have to consider R,,,,,[P]
and
R,,,,[P] as the variable parameters in this case. Several calculations corresponding to
different types of effects of phosphates-with
different numbers of parameters-were
pclrformrd.
(i) The phosphates
may be considered to alter only the quarternary
f+librium.
(i.e. (:QT.E = 0 and wsT(ii = 1) = wsT(‘i =m0)). This corresponds to
t II<’ case of a pure quaternary
effector and requires the two effect’or-related parameters.
K, to
~,,,,V’I
and &,,,, [PJ. Since such an effector changes the parameter
K,(l
-+ 1; ,,,,,IP])/(l
-1 1?,,,[P]) (Herzfeld & Stanley, 1974), for a single value of
[ PJ, we effectively need only one additionalparameter,
(1 $- R,,,,,[P])/(l
+ I?,,,I.P])1.
Hon.ever, we could not achieve a satisfactory
fit to the data for unstripped
Hb b!
varying just this one additional
parameter.
We next re-fitted t’he stripped data
simultaneously
with the unstripped
data by varying the three parameters K,, BpT
and (1 f- Kx,lw(l
are fixed as in the calculation
of
-t L3x,lpl).
(%T> K,,
Figure 4(a).) This procedure also does not result in a satisfact,ory fit. (ii) The phosphat’es were considered to alter t,he conformational
constraints, in addition to shifting
t,hct quaternary
equilibrium,
but are assumed not to affect the time scaling parameter.
WST. ((jQT,* > 0: WST(‘i = 1) = wsT(E = 0)). Since in this case the conformat,ional
equilibria of the differently
ligated species are shifted by different amounts (eqn 28).
we need three effector-related
parameters R,,,[P],
If,,,,,lP]
and 0,,(l).
The results
of t’his calculation
for O2 binding to unstripped
hemoglobin are shown by the solid
curves in Figure 4(b). We see that, whereas curves corresponding
to high total 0,
concentrations
agree reasonably well with the data, t,he curves corresponding
to low
i Note that a single pitrameta;r can only be used if [P]t,t,l
HS rontitttnt
in time. For the data under consideration

[~‘IrR.

ia high enough
this condition
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should
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0, concentrations do not. (iii) The phosphates were considered to affect the time
scaling parameter for the deoxy quaternary conformation WsT(deoxy) but not alter
either wsT(oxy) or the quaternary conformational constraints. (GQT,n = 0, w,,(deoxy,
ii = 1) # w,,(deoxy, +%= 0), ws,(oxy, 2) = ws,(deoxy, % = 0)) again requiring
three effector-related parameters j?O,,[P], K,,,,,[P] and w,,(deoxy, 2 = 1). This calculation, whose predictions are similar to those of Figure 4(b), corresponds to the
assumption that, whereas in the absence of phosphates usT is independent of the
quaternary conformation, the binding of phosphate alters wgT for the deoxy conformation, leaving wST for the oxy conformation unaltered. Since very little phosphate
is bound to hemoglobin molecules in the oxy quaternary conformation our results are
essentially unchanged on allowing for an effect of phosphate binding on usT in the oxy
quaternary conformation.
(iv) Finally, we consider the case where the phosphate binding, in addition to
altering the quaternary equilibrium, alters both the conformational constraints,
and the time scaling parameter w,,(deoxy). In this calculation (Fig. 4(c)) four of the
eight parameters used, KsT, dQT, K,, w,,(oxy, E = 0) = ws,(oxy, fi = 1) = usT
(deoxy, ii = 0), are held constant at the values determined from the calculation of
Figure 4(a) and the four effector-related parameters &,,,,[P],
j?&,[P], e,,(l) and
w,,(deoxy, E = 1) are varied to obtain the best fit to the kinetic data for u&ripped
hemoglobin.
A comparison of the calculated curves of Figure 4(b) and (c) indicates that the
effects of altering conformational
constraints and the time scaling parameter
w,,(deoxy) show up in the fit to low 0, concentration data and consequently these
effects influence primarily the earlier steps of the ligand binding reaction. Figure 4(d)
shows the predicted equilibriwn oxygenation curve for both stripped and unstripped
hemoglobin wing the parameters obtained by @tiny the kinetic data of Figure 4(a) and
(c). The predicted curves are compared with equilibrium data for stripped and
unstripped Hb (Gibson, 1970a; Roughton & Lyster, 1965). The agreement between
theory and experiment is somewhat better for stripped hemoglobin than for unstripped hemoglobin.
In the calculations shown in Figure 4 we consider the u and /I subunits to be
equivalent. Gibson (1970a) and Hopfield et al. (1971) have also analyzed the same data
assuming equivalent subunits. However, the Adair approach used by Gibson (1970a)
requires two sets of eight rate constants, one set for the reaction of 0, with stripped
Hb and the other set for the reaction of 0, with unstripped Hb. In Gibson’s calculations, the two rate constants corresponding to the last step of ligand binding were
fixed at previously determined values. The Monod-Wyman-Ghangeux
model used by
Hopfield et al. (1971) requires five parameters to describe the reaction with stripped
hemoglobin and three additional parameters (i.e. 8 total) to treat the reaction with
unstripped hemoglobin. However, Hopfield et al. neglect the phosphate binding to the
oxy quaternary conformation. We find that although &,, is considerably smaller
than &eoxy7 it is significantly greater than zero. Note that if in our model we were to
neglect phosphate binding to the oxy conformation, we would have seven adjustable
parameters (one less than Hopfield et al. require). Moreover, if [P] were known for
the data of Figure 4(b), the parameters determined by us could be used to calculate
the kinetic curves at any other phosphate concentration. Such an extension is not
possible for the methods used by Gibson and by Hopfield et al.-they require a new
set of rate constants for each phosphate concentration.
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FIG.
6. The calculated time dependence of C1, the fraction of molecules with i ligands bound
hemoglobin,
(i = 0, 1, . . . . 4), produced in the reaction of 0, with stripped and unstripped
c, = [Hb,(O,),l/[Hb,l,,,,,. The curves shown in (a) are calculated for the reaction of atripped
Hb WWtota1 = 13.25 PM) with Oa ([0,] is indicated in each panel) using the parameters of
Fig. 4(a). The curves shown in (b) are calculated for the reaction of m&ripped
Hb ([Hbtltota,
10.375 PM) with 0, using the parameters of Fig. 4(c).
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Figure 5 shows the time dependence of the concentrations
of the various species
Hb,(O,),,
i = 0, 1, . . . , 4, produced in the reaction of stripped and unstripped hemoglobin with different concentrations
of 0 2. Notice that the contribution
of the species
with 0 and 1 molecules bound is much greater for the reaction at low 0, concentration
as compared to the reaction at high 0, concentration.
It is due to the relatively
low
contribution
of these species to the reaction at high 0, concentration
that bhe oxygenation data at high 0, concentrations
can be reproduced well even if the combined
effect of phosphates on the strength of the conformational
constraints and the time
scaling parameter w,,(deoxy)
is neglected (cf. Fig. 4(b)) , since these effects primarily
influence the rate constants k, and k,.

7. Deoxygenation

of Oxyhemoglobin

in the Presence of Organic Phosphates

The data analyzed in this section are for deoxygenation
of completely oxygenated
hemoglobin by the addition of dithionite
(Na,S,O,)
in the presence of varying concentrations of P,Glyc and IHP. The observed rate of dissociation of oxygen is about
10 to 30 s-l at 20°C (Gibson & Roughton, 1955; Salhany et al., 1970; Gray & Gibson,
1971). Therefore, the quaternary
conformational
equilibrium
may be assumed to
be rapid compared to deoxygenation
(as well as compared to oxygenation).
The
organic phosphate binding equilibria
are also rapid (compared to deoxygenation)
for P,Glyc (Gibson, 19706) and IHP (Gray & Gibson, 1971). In analyzing the dithionite deoxygenation
experiments,
we assume that dithionite
reduces the effective concentration
of free 0, to zero so rapidly that we need only consider the off rate constants k, (kij if CC# /3) as contributing
to the reaction. When dithionite
reacts with
excess oxygen, the reaction rate is virtually
independent
of oxygen concentration
(zero order in 0, and first-order in Na,S,O,;
Lambeth & Palmer, 1973; Morello et al..
1964). According to Lambeth
t Palmer the zero order rate constant is 1.7 s-’ at
pH 8-O and 2O”C, whereas Morello et al. obtain a value of 42 s-l at 37°C and pH 13.
Since the reaction of dithionite
with oxygen is faster at pH 7-O than at pH 8.0 (Hartridge & Roughton,
1923), we arrive at an approximate
upper limit of 5 ms for t.he
time during which 0, is effectively reduced to zero for the data considered here.
(a) Deoxygenation

in the presence of 2,3-diphosphglycerate

Figure 6 shows the data of Salhany et al. (1970) for the deoxygenation
of Hb,(O,),
by the addition of dithionite
in the presence of varying concentrations
of P,Glyc.
The data are plotted as the fractional saturation
of hemoglobin with oxygen veraus
time. The solid curves represent the best least-squares fit to the data obtained by
solving the rate equations corresponding
to the reaction scheme of section 5(b) for
equivalent subunits, with the rate constants given by equations (23) and (26) to (31).
Since in the deoxygenation
reaction we consider only the contribution
of the off rate
constants, the Adair rate constants at any concentration
of P,Glyc can be described
in terms of only five parameters (K,, If,,,, xdeoxy, wST, eoT) if PzGlyc is considered
purely as a quaternary
effector. If P,Glyc affects the conformational
constraints we
need six parameters,
because 0,&E = 1) # BaT(,% = 0). The solid curves shown in
Figure 6(a) are calculated considering P,Glye to be a pure quaternary
effector only.
The five parameters are determined by fitting the theory to the data for the extreme
curves, i.e. [P,Glyc]
= 0 and 0.5 mM. These sanae five parameters are then used to
calculate the intermediate
curves, [P,Glyc] = 0.05 mM and 0.25 mM. In calculating
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FIG. 6. X comparison of the calculated deoxygenation
curves with the data of Salhany et ul.
(1970) for the deoxygenation
of oxy Hb by dithionite in the presence of P,Glyc at pH 7.0 (0.06 Mtri~hydroxymethylaminomethane~HC1
buffer), 24”C, [Hb] = 0.05 mM (by heme), [Ne&#,]
= O-l%, total [P,Glye]:
(0) 0.0; (0) 0.06 mM; (A) 0?25 mM; and (+) 0.5 mM. The curvesin [a)
are ctalculated assuming identical subunits and considering P,Glyc to be a quaternary
effector
only (see text) with wsT = 147.5 s-l, &,. = 0.9403, K, = 4.468 x log, a,,., = 3.2 mM-‘, gdeaxu
21.3 mM-1.
The curves in (b) .are calculated assuming identical subunits end considering P,Glyc to alter
both the quaternary oonformetional
constraints and the kinetic parameter ws.,(deoxy) in addition
to being a quaternary
effector. The 7 pammeWs are W&A = 0) ~= 137.0 s-l, ws,(deoxy,
1) :164.0 s -I, B,,(l) ~~0.9420, f&,,(O) = 0.9305, K,
8.684x lOs, z,,,, = 0.753 rn>I-I. J?,,,,,

32.28 mcl.
the deoxygenation

reaction with the intermediate
concentrations
of P,Glyc we have
with
time.
Thus
the
off rate constants
taken into account
the variation
of [P,Glyc],,,,
decrease as the reaction proceeds. The agreement between the calculated curves and
data is very good, giving us confidence in the predictive ability of our approach.
No improvement
in the fit was obtained by considering that the binding of P,Glyc,
in addition to shifting the quaternary
equilibrium,
also alters the conformational
constraints (6-parameter fit). Similarly no improvement
in fit is achieved by considering the binding of P,Glyc to affect the time scaling parameter,
wsT (also a 6-parameter fit). or by considering the binding of P,Glyc to affect both the conformational
constraints and the parameter w s,(deoxy) (a 7-parameter fit). The latter fit is shown
in Figure 6(b). Since the deoxygenation
reaction is not very sensitive to the rates of
dissociation of the last two 0, molecules (i.e. to the rate constants k, and k, of the
Adair scheme). and since the effects of altering the quaternary
conformational
constraints and varying w,,(deoxy)
upon the binding of P,Glyc are mainly exerted
on k, and k,, it is not surprising that the calculations
shown in Figure 6(a) and (b)
both agree equally well with the data.
For these data we find that allowing for inequivalent
subunits (7 parameters)
also does not lead to any further improvement
in the fit. This feature will be further
discussed in section (b), below.

(b) 1)eozygenation

in the presence

of inositol

hexaphosphate

-Figure 7 shows the data of Gray & Gibson (1971) for the deoxygenation
of Hb,(O,),
by dithionite in the presence of varying amounts of IHP. These data are also plotted
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FIG. 7. Experimental
data of Gray & Gibson (1971) for the deoxygenation
of oxy Hb by dithionite in the presence of IHP cbt pH 7.0 (0.06 M-his-Tris buffer), 22°C compared with the theoretical
kinetic curves. The concentration
of Hb is 26 pM, and that of dithionite
0.2%. Total [IHP]: (0)
0.0; (a) 3.0 FM; (0) 6.0 pM; (A) 9.0 pM; (0) 24.0 pM. The theoretical
curves shown in (a) are
calculated by considering equivalent
subunits (u = j3) with the parameters
msT = 666.0 s-l,
13~~= 0.9866, K, = 3.08 x lo”, goXy = 0.094 ,uM-', &,,,,
= 726.1 /w-‘.
The calculation shown in (b) allows for inequivalent
subunits (cz # 6). The theoretical parameters
(see section &i(c) for discussion of parameters)
are w& = 18 s-i, UJ& = 1384~~I, S& = 0.9496,
&jT = O-9873, K, = 5.327x lOI", R,,,, = 0.269 PM-~, &,,,u = 183.1 PM-‘.

as the fractional oxygenation of hemoglobin versus time. The calculated curves for
the case of equivalent subunits (a = /3) are obtained by solving the rate equations
corresponding to the reaction scheme of section 5(b), with the rate constants given
by equations (23) and (26) to (31). When the subunits are considered to be inequivalent
(a # /3) the appropriate equations are obtained from the reaction scheme of section 5
using equations (32) and (33).
Figure 7(a) compares the calculated curves for the case a = /?, where IHP is
considered to be a pure quaternary effector, with the data. The five parameters
WST, KQ, -&X,9 koxy and eQT were varied to achieve the best least-squares fit to the
data. The agreement with the data is not very good and only slight improvement is
obtained upon including the possibility that (i) IHP binding alters the conformational
constraints (6 parameters), (ii) IHP binding alters the time scaling parameters,
wST
(6 parameters), (iii) IHP binding alters both the conformational constraints and
the time scaling parameters, w ST (7 parameters).
However, when we consider the possibility of inequivalent subunits (CC# #?) a
significant improvement is obtained (Fig. 7(b)). H ere IHP is treated as a quaternary
effector only. The seven parameters wzT, w[~, t?&., e&r, K,, xoXY, xdeoxy were determined by simultaneously fitting the deoxygenation data for all five concentrations
of IHP. No further improvement of any significance is obtained by considering the
effects of IHP binding on the quaternary conformational constraints and on the
time scaling parameter, wsr.
These results suggest that the a and /3 subunits may be kinetically inequivalent
with respect to the reaction with 0, in the presence of 1HP. That this inequivalence

-,
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does not appear with P,Glyc may be due to the fact that, whereas IHP affects the
limiting rate constant in the deoxygenation reaction (i.e. k, = (k,“, + k&,)/2, the
rate of dissociation of the first 0, molecule from Hb,(O,),) P,Glyc does not. In this
analysis we have identified the subunit with the greater value of k,, as the /l subunit,
in accordance with the results of Olson et al. (1971).
The variation of [IHP],,,, during the course of the reaction is taken into account in
the above calculations. The biphasic deoxygenation, seen when [IHP],,,,, is comparableto [Hbrltot,l,occurs due to the fact that IIHP],,,, decreases as the reaction
proceeds, causing the rate constants kij to decrease with time.
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FIQ. 8. (al The calculated time dependence of C,,, the fraction of molecules with i cc-subunits
and j p-subunits liganded, produced in the deoxygenetion
of oxy Hb ([HbllLolS1 = 6.26 pM) by
dithionite
in the presence of 9.0 FM-IHP (C,, = [(ax), (/3X),]/[Hbr]t,t,,).
The parameter values
used in this calculation
are the same as those used in Fig. 7(b). (------)
Shows the variat,icn
of lIHPl~,,,/(lIJW,,,, at *=4 with time. C,, is less than 10e5 and cannot be displayed on either
sc5le.

(b) The relation between the fraction of IHP bound, fmp, and the fraction of 0, released,
(1 - Y,,), calculated using the parameters of Fig. 7(b). Also shown is the fraction of P,Glyc
bound VWBUB the fraction of 0, released for the deoxygenstion
data shown in Fig. 6. The calculation is based on the parameters of Fig. 6(a).
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The binding of IHP to the oxy conformation is significantly greater than that of
P,Glyc. The value of the binding constant g,,, obtained from the analysis of the
deoxygenation data in the presence of IHP agrees with the experimental measurement
of Gray & Gibson (1971), and the value of Edeoxyis within the range of their estimate.
The parameters of the theoretical curves shown in Figures 3(a)? 4(a) and (c), 6(a) and
(b), and 7(b) are summarized and discussed further in Table 1.
A close examination of Figure 7(b) shows that there is a systematic discrepancy
between the calculated curves and the data near the end of the reaction. The data
show the presence of a slow phase, which is not reproduced by the calculations For
the hemoglobin concentration used in this experiment, approximately 10% of the
oxyhemoglobin could be present as dimers in the absence of IHP (Gray & Gibson,
1971) ; the fraction of dimers would be less in the presence of IHP (Gray, 1974). Since
we have not included the dissociation of hemoglobin, the observed discrepancy could
be due to slow absorbance change associated with dimers (Kellett & Guttfreund,
1970). Although our model can be straightforwardly extended to include dissociation,
good estimates of the parameters involved are not possible without data over a wide
range of Hb concentrations.
Figure 8(a) shows the time dependence of [IHP&,,
and the concent8rations of
the variously liganded species produced in the deoxygenation reaction in the presence
of IHP with the subunits considered inequivalent. Note that the concentrations of
some of the intermediate species are very small compared to the fully liganded and
fully unliganded species.
Figure 8(b) shows the fraction of IHP bound versus the fraction of 0, released
(1 - YoZ), calculated using the parameters of the fit shown in Figure 7(b). Also
shown is the fraction of P,Glyc bound versus (1 - Yoz) calculated using the parameters of Figure 6(a). Note that in the deoxygenation experiment O2 release lags
behind the binding of organic phosphate. The lag is more pronounced for IHP binding
than for P,Glyc binding. As discussed in section 6(a), most of the phosphate binding
occurs after the switch to the deoxy quaternary conformation. Table 2 indicates that
this switch occurs prior to the release of the second 0, molecule, and occurs somewhat
sooner in the presence of IHP than in the presence of P,Glyc. Taken together these
results indicate that the lag in t’he release of O2 as compared with the binding of IHP
or P,Glyc is related to the switch to the deoxy quaternary conformation. Deoxygenation experiments using the fluorescent analog HPT could potentially verify this
prediction.

8. Effect of Organic Phosphate on the Adair Rate Constants
The reaction scheme of section 5(a) reduces to the Adair (Gibson & Roughton,
1957) scheme if the conformational equilibria and the organic phosphate binding
equilibria are rapid compared to the ligand binding equilibria. The eight rate constants of the Adair scheme at a given phosphate concentration, [PIfree, are given in

terms of the parameters We&, C), KS,, B&f% K,, Koxy, xdeoxuand [PIfree by
equations (23) and (26) to (31). Similarly, as discussed in section 5(c), the 32 rate
constants of the Olson-Gibson scheme at a given phosphate concentration can be
expressed in terms of the parameters of the model and [PI,,,, by equations (32) and
(33).
Table 3 gives the Adair rate constants for the reaction of Hb with CO and for the

14.7
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Hb + 1 /AM-HP’1
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0.600
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! 0.25
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reaction of 0, with atripped and unstripped hemoglobin, calculated using the parsmeters of the fits shown in Figures 3(a), 4(a) and (c). We see from Table 3 that the
presence of phosphatea decreases the on rate constants, increases the off rate constants (and decreases the equilibrium constants), in agreement with previous results
(Gibson, 1970a; Tyuma et al., 1973). The rate constant k, is essentially unaltered
while kk decreases slightly in the presence of phosphate. The largest effect, according
to our calculation, is on the rate constants k$, k, and k,. k; and ki are only slightly
altered-actually
k; increases slightly in the presence of phosphates. We find that k,
is affected the most, whereas Gibson (1970a) obtained the greatest effect on k,. The
significant decrease of k; and increase of k, is related to the fact that for these data
the binding of phosphates has the greatest effect on the conformational equilibrium
of the species with two ligands bound, as can be Seen from Table 2.
Figure 9 shows the dependence of the dissociation rate constants, k,, on [PaGlyclfree.
The calculation shown in Figure 9(a) uses the parameters obtained by treating P,Glyc
purely as a quaternary effector; Figure 9(b) corresponds to the case where P,Glyc
alters the conformational constraints and w,,(deoxy) in addition to shifting the
quaternary equilibrium. An examination of Figure 9(a) shows that for a quaternary
effector the rate constants k, and k, are essentially unaltered by increasing the

7001
P2 Glyc (mM)

FIQ. 9. Effect of P,Glyc on the rate constants of the Adsir scheme. Shown in (8) is the dependence
of the rate constants k, and k4 of the Adair scheme on [P,Glyc],,.,
celculated on the ssswnption
that P,Glyc is only 8 quaternary effector. The paremeters used are those of Fig. 6(a). As discussed
in the text, the rate const8nts k, and /cl 8s~ not significantly
altered if P,Glyc is considered purely
8s 8 quetermwy effector (k, = k, = 286 s-l). Shown in (b) is the dependence of k,, k,, k3 and k,
the binding of
0~ P’,QJ~cl~ree calculated using the peremeters of Fig. 6(b). In this calculation
P,Glyc, in addition to stabilizing
the deoxy quaternary
conformation,
also strengthens
the
qu8termary conformetional
con&mints (O,,( 1) > 6,,(O)) and increases the time-sceling parameter
el,,(deoxy).
Note that all rate constants 8re expressed on 8 per heme basis.
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ooncentration of P,Glyc; k3 is affected the most and k, increases slightly. Since
f0deoxy = f&my = fLL3HY= 1 (cf. Table 2), the binding of P,Glyc cannot further increase the fractions of these species in the deoxy quaternary conformation and thus
will not affect the rate constants associated with these species. However, when we
consider P,Glyc to alter the conformational constraints and w,,(deoxy) then the
individual subunit dissociation rates k,, are themselves affected by P,Glyc binding
(eqn 23). In this case kl and k, also increase with increasing phosphate concentration,
51sshown in Figure 9(b). However, in both cases the dissociation rate constant most
affected by P,Glyc binding is k3, the rate of dissociation of the second O2 molecule.
This result is related to the fact that the quaternary conformational equilibrium of
the species with three ligancls bound is affected the most by P,Glyc.
Figure 10(a) shows the dependence of the rate constants k; and k$ on [IHP],,,,.
Unlike P,Glyc, IHP has a significant effect on JL$. The largest effect of IHP is on the
off rate for the release of the second O2 molecule from fully liganded Hb (i.e. k;,,
ka,, kg,, k?,). In the case of IHP, with inequivalent subunits (a # /?), the increase is

CIHPI free(w)

CIHPI free(PM)
FIG.
10. Effect of IHP on the rate constants of the Olson-Gibson
scheme with inequivalent
subunits.
(a) The effect of increasing [IHP],,,,
on the off rate constants k,,, k,,, and kla for the x and /3
subunits calculated using the parameters of Fig. 7(b). The subunit with the greater value of k,,
is identified as the B-subunit in accordance with the results of Olson et al. (1971). In this calculation
IHP ww considered purely as a quaternary
effector and thus the off rates from species with at,
most 2 hemes liganded are not significantly
affected by IHP; kto = k& = ky, = 36.6 s-l ; k& =
k& = kf, = 2760 s-l. As discussed in the test the values of k,, (; + j 5 2) cannot be determined
very accurately from an analysis of deoxygenation
data.
(b) The calculated variation
in the ratio r: =_ k’fj (IHP)/k’g
(IHP = 0), and rf: = k’fi (IHP)/k’g
for i + j 2 3. This prediction
should be amenable to experimental
(IHP = 0) with [IHP]r,.,,
verification.
As in Fig. 9 all rate constants are expressed on a per subunit basis.
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greatest for dissociation from the species with one a and two /l subunits liganded (i.e.
on k;1zand kf,). It is the dependence of k,,, k,, and k,, on [IHP],,,, which causes
biphasic deoxygenation when [IHP],,,, decreases significantly during the reaction.
If IHP does not alter the quaternary conformational const%raints and the kinetic
parameter usT then kHo, k& would not be significantly altered by IHP. Hence
dependence of these rate constants (and the equilibrium constants K$,, K&) on IHP
concentration would indicate an effect of IHP on the strength of the quaternary
constraints and the parameter usT. However, the deoxygenation experiment is not
very sensitive to the rate constants kij, i + j < 2, since the species (ux)&~x), with
i + j < 2 are produced in relatively small quantities, and these rate constants are at
least an order of magnitude larger than k& and k,,.
s Thus, whether or not there is an
effect of IHP on the conformational constraints can only be determined from an analysis of 0, binding data at low 0, concentrations in the presence of varying amounts
of IHP.
Figure 10(b) shows the predicted dependence of the ratio r$ = k’$(IHP)/kLy
(IHP = 0), (and r$) on [IHP],,,,. This ratio is independent of the parameter K&
(cf. eqn (23)) and can thus be calculated from the parameters obtained by an analysis
of deoxygenation data even though the on rate constants do not contribute to this
reaction. The decrease of the on rate constants in the presence of IHP agrees with
the results of Gray & Gibson (1971) and Gibson (1970a). The effect of IHP on k; has
been measured by Gray & Gibson (1971) and our predicted result agrees qualitatively.
An analogous calculation was also done for the effect of P,Glyc on the on rate constants using the parameters determined by fitting the deoxygenation data of Salhany
et al. (1970) shown in Figure 6. We find that contrary to the prediction of Gibson
(1970a), kk also decreases in the presence of P,Glyc, although t,he decrease is less than
in the presence of IHP. Our calculation shows that kk will be affected by P,Glyc if
the binding of P,Glyc increases fadcoXy,the fraction of molecules which are in the
deoxy quaternary conformation and have three ligands bound.

9. Concluding Discussion
We have seen that a kinetic model for hemoglobin based upon statistical mechanics
and upon the qualitative description suggested by Perutz (197Oa,b) agrees well with a
wide variety of kinetic data (Gibson, 1970a; MacQuarrie & Gibson, 1972; Salhany et
al., 1970; Gray & Gibson, 1971). Incorporation of specific homotropic and heterotropic
interactions and use of the master equation formulation considerably reduce the
number of independent parameters that enter into the model, and at the same time
retain such important features of the Hb molecules as inequivalence of subunits and
differences in tertiary and quaternary conformation.
Whereas the Adair scheme requires a different set of eight rate constants for each
phosphate concentration, and the method of Tyuma et al. (1973), when extended to
kinetics, would require 21 parameters, our approach describes kinetic data over a
range of phosphate concentrations using a total of only six to eight parameters. For
example, we fitted the data of Salhany et al. (1970) shown in Figure 6 with five adjustable parameters, whereas the Adair scheme requires 20 adjustable parameters
(4 dissociation rate constants for each value of P,Glyc). The five parameters were
determined by fitting data at [P,Glyc] = 0 and 0.5 mM. The fact that these same
parameters, when used to calculate the curves at intermediate [P,Glyc], are in good
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agreement with the data, may be regarded as a test of the predictive
ability of our
approach. Allowing for inequivalent
subunits increases the number of rate constants
in the modified Adair scheme to 32 for each phosphate concentration. whereas om
approach requires a total of 9 to 13 parameters (7 of which can be determined from
dab in the absence of phosphate).
In the absence of organic phosphates the Perutz model used here to describe t’he
kinet,ics of Hb is mathematically
equivalent to the Monod-Wyman-Changeux
model
used by Hopfield it al. (1971). In order to explain data for uristripped Hb. Hopfield
Pt al. chose a different set of values for K,, kipOXy and kdeoxy (L. Tk' and Tk in t,heir
not’at,ion). Since the quaternary
equilibrium
depends on the free phosphate concurtrabion the analysis of Hopfield et al. not only would require a different value of K,
for each total phosphate concentration
but also would be inapplicable
in cases where
[I’],,,,, &a,nges considerably
during the course of the react’ion (i.e. when [Pltota, is
compar:tblc
to [Hb,],,,,,).
It would also not apply to those organic phosphates (e.g.
I HP) 1%hi& bind significantly
to the oxy, as well as the deoxy, quaternary
conformation. Furthermore,
the Monod-Wyman-Changeux
model as used by Hopfield et al.
does not include the case where organic phosphate binding alters the quat8ernarl
c~onformabional constraints ; our analysis shows that t’he constraint effect’ is part,icularly importa,nt in analyzing kinetic data for unstripped Hb.
Chay & Brillhart
(1974a,b) have analyzed equilibrium
and kinetic da’ta in terms of a
model which presumes a P,Glyc-induced
inequivalence
of the tc and fl subunit~s. This
model has not been adequately tested since only a small and selected set of data \\‘a~
considered. Specifically,
Chay & Brillhart
only attempted
to fit the kinetic da,ta wt
show in Figure 4. This choice is particularly
unfortunate
because, in addition to being
a limit,cd choice of data, the data are only for stripped and unstripped hemoglobin
(i.(h. at, zero phosphate concentration
and at, one non-zero unspeciticbd value). It, is
catucial t’o test any model of P,Glyc action against data taken over i\ wide range of
P,Gl\-ia concentrat8ions,
especially
including
intermediate
concentrations
where
]P,G1yc]rre~ changes significantly
during the reaction (cf. Figs 5 and (i of Herzfeld &,
Stanley (1974) and Figs 6 and 7 above). Another crucial test of their model would have
been to fit the equilibrium
data of Heustis & Raftery (1972) for the dependence of
P,GIyc binding on oxygen levels. Until the Chay-Brillhart
model is test’ed against,
tlrcar ctxisting data. it, is impossible to judge the merit, of the model.
The use of the master equation formulation
introduces a ma’jor simplification
b>
factoring the rate constants into a kinetic factor and a purely equilibrium
factor, This
allows otu’ to assess separately the kinetic and equilibrium
aspects of any effect,. Since
the parameters are related to the molecular properties of the protein. one can utilizcb
data taken under a limited range of conditions to predicts the behavior over a \vidtB
range of condit’ions.
In sections 6 and 7 we have analyzed the effect of the organic phosphates P,Glyo
and IHP (and t#he fluorescent analog, HPT) on Hb kinetics. These calculations show
t’hat) t’he primary cause of the observed decrease in the overall combination
rate and
increa’se in the overall deoxygenation
rate is the preferential
binding of the organic:
phosphat,cs to t’he deoxy quaternary
conformation
of the Hb molecule. The preferential binding of organic phosphate to the deoxy quaternary
conformation
is a well
established fact (Benesch & Benesch, 1974, and references t’herein). Tn addition we
find that binding of P,Glyc strengthens the quaternary
conformational
constraints
and also increases t’he time scaling parameter w s,(deoxy). Whereas t,he strengthening
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the conformational constraints has previously been found from an anlays& of
equilibrium data (Herzfeld & Stanley, 1974), the increase in the time scaling parameter ws,(deoxy) is a purely kinetic effect. Both of these features primarily influence
the rate constant for the earlier steps in the hgand binding reaction and are thus
important in analyzing reactions at low oxygen concentrations. We suggest that
experiments designed specifically to measure the rate constants E;, k, (and the equilibrium constant K,) of the Adair scheme, in the presence of varying concentrations of
organic phosphates, will bear directly on the question of the strengthening of conformational constraints and increase of ws,(deoxy). Our results suggest that the
inequivalence of subunits (u # /I) is particularly important in analyzing kinetic data
in the presence of IHP. Since we had explicitly included the dependence of the rate
constants on [PIfree our calculations can also account for the biphasic deoxygenation
observed in the presence of IHP when [IHPltotal is comparable to [Hblltotal.
The lag observed by MacQuarrie & Gibson (1972) between the binding of CO and
release of HPT agrees very well with the predictions of our model (cf. section 6(a)).
This lag-and also the analogous effects predicted by the analysis of deoxygenation
data in the presence of P,Glyc and IHP (cf. Pig. S(b))-is consistent with the possibility that the switch from the deoxy to oxy quaternary conformation occurs approximately when the third ligand molecule binds (Heustis & Raftery, 1972; Gibson 8r;
Parkhurst, 1968; Hopfield et al., 1971; Herzfeld & Stanley, 1974). The change in the
quaternary conformation occurs somewhat later in the presence of organic phosphates.
It is this increase in the fraction of molecules which have three ligands bound and are
in the deoxy quaternary conformation which gives rise to the marked increase in k,
in the presence of organic phosphates. However, the exact point of crossover can
occur at a different state of ligation, depending on the experimental conditions
(Hopfield et al., 1971); for example, the 0, binding data analyzed in section 6(b)
suggests that for stripped hemoglobin there exists a substantial fraction of molecules
in the oxy quaternary conformation with only two ligands bound.
The dependence of the Adair (Olson-Gibson for GLf j3) rate constants on [PIfree
has been calculated for both P,Glyc and IHP. Our results confirm the prediction of
Gray t Gibson (1971) that IHP affects the rate constant for the dissociation of the
first oxygen molecule, k4, while P,Glyc does not. The presently available experimental
methods can only measure the effect of phosphates on k, and on the overall rate of
deoxygenation. Our analysis predicts that both P,Glyc and IHP have their strongest
effect on the rate of dissociation of the second 0, molecule, k,. In the case of IHP
with u # /3, we find that the rates for dissociation from ,6 subunits are increased
somewhat more than those for dissociation from the u subunits. The calculated values
of k, and k& agree well with those determined by Gibson (197Ou) and Olson et al.
(1971). We feel that, whereas k, and k, (kzz, k,, and k,, for cc# 8) are well determined from our analysis of deoxygenation data, the values for the rate constants k,,
k, (kt,, i + j 5 2) can only be regarded as estimates, since the deoxygenation reaction
is not very sensitive to these rate constants. Using the parameters obtained from the
analysis of the deoxygenation experiments, we have calculated the variation of the
ratio k; (organic phosphates)/k; (stripped) with increasing phosphate concentration;
this ratio decreases, in agreement with the results of Gibson (1970a). The experimental
observation of Gray & Gibson (1971) that kk is affected by IHP is borne out by the
calculation. However, contrary to the results of Gibson (1970a) we also find a slight
decrease in k; with increasing P,Glyc concentration. To test these predictions, as
of
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well as the constraint effect, an analysis of a series of 0, binding reactions, similar to
those measured by Gibson (1970a) for stripped and u&ripped hemoglobin, at different
organic phosphate concentrations, would be very useful-particularly
because the 0s
binding reaction is potentially capable of yielding more information and is also free
from any complications due to the side effects of dithionite.
The calculated values of the organic phosphate binding constants l?,,, and gfdeoxy
for HPT and IHP are in good agreement with those determined by MacQuarrie &
Gibson (1972) and Gra’y & Gibson (1971). The value of l?,,,,, for P,Glyc agrees well
with that obtained from the analysis of equilibrium data by Tyuma et al. (1973).
LWhough n-e have not performed extensive calculations to test the sensitivity of the
model parameters, our comparison of parameter values obtained by using different
initial values t.o start the process of minimization suggest that the parameters 6oT,
I? cleoxy,WST and KST are better determined than K, and J?,,,. (However, for IHP
and HPT, EO*, was fairly well determined.)
The chief merit of this statistical mechanical approach lies in the systematic
manner in which the detailed model can be modified to include other types of interaction. In this work we have considered the effect of organic phosphates in considerable detail. An analogous study of the kinetics of the Bohr effect (Bohr et al., 1904)
could be performed based on the formalism developed in section 4.

APPENDIX
General Form of the Transition

Probability

The principle of detailed balance (eqn (4)) can be used to obtain a general solution
for the transition probability per unit time. For the transition 8, -+ -si, involving the
change in the substrate occupancy variable of the ith site, we have
wST(si + -si) = PdS1~ ‘2, ’ . * , -% . . . >&I,‘; 4)
Peq(S1,s2, * * * 2si, . . . t 8,; 4) ’
WFT(--St -+ Si)

(AlI

The above equation implies that if W&s, + -s,) is expressed as a function of the
variable si, f(si), then WBT(--sI --f s,) must be the same function of -si, i.e. f(-si)
(Glauber, 1963). Using the expression for P,, for the Perutz model (eqns (3) and (8)))
and cancelling common factors, we obtain
WST(% + -4
exp{B8(Qs
W,,( -si -t 8() = exp{-MGs

+ CT + GsT -

~&bxp(--BGQTw’S1)

+ G-r + GsT -

Since si and qsi can only take the values +l

p&t}exp@G~Td

WV

or -1 we can use the Euler identity,

expZdX=coshX(l+UtanhX),whereu=+lor-1,

(A3)

to express each of the exponentials appearing in equation (A2) in a form linear in the
variables. Thus,
(A4)
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Here es, and OoTare the hyperbolic tangents defined in equation (11). From equation
(A4) we see that W,,(s, + -si) is a function of the variables si, q and qs,. Since sis
q and qai can each take only the two values + 1 or - 1, all functions which can be
expanded in a power series can be expressed in the general form f(u) = a(1 + bu)
where zdmay be + 1 or - 1. This is true because uzn = 1 and u2n+ ’ = u where n is
any integer. Hence W,,(s, + -si) is most generally written as a linear combination
of the variables si, q and qsi,
W&s, + -si)

= d(1 + as, + bs,q + cq),

(A51

where d, a, b and c are constants. Notice that the transition probability W,,(si + -si)
does not depend on sj(j # i) because in the Perutz model there is no direct coupling
between events at one subunit and its neighbors (i.e. no tertiary-tertiary
interactions).
The general expression (eqn (A5)) must satisfy the detailed balance condition,
(eqn (A4)). Substituting from (A5) into (A4)
(1 + asi + bsiq + CP) (1 + esTsi)(l - eaTsiq)
(1 - asi - bS,p + Cg) = (1 - esTs,)(i +a’
The above equation can be simplified by cross-multiplication
si(a

- eST + CeQT-

beSTed

+

siq(b

+

4,

-

4,

b46)

to give
-

~~,dQT)

=

0.

(-47)

Since equation (A7) is true for all values of si and q; we obtain two independent
equations corresponding to q = + 1 and q = - 1, respectively. These are
(a + w

- edaT)

+ CC- w,,

- es,) = 0

Wa)

and
(a - w

+ e,,k.d

+ CC- w,,

+ es,) = 0.

Wb)

Solving these equations for a and b in terms of c, 8,, and BOTwe obtain
a = eST - c~e,,u - e:,)m - %,e&d
b = - eOT + de,,(i - e&)/p - e&e&),

W)

where c’ = c + esTeOT.
Substituting from equation (A9) into equation (A5) we obtain
W&s, --f -4

= k(l + aq)(l + sies,)(l

- wed

(AlO)

where
k = d(i - e;,e;,

+ de,,e,,)/(1

- e&e&)

(Al la)

and
a = d/(1 - e&e;,

+ desTepT).

(Allb)
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